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The Judge Advocate General's Corps (JAGC) is a special services branch of the Army. The mission of the JAGC is to provide professional legal support and services at all echelons of command throughout the range of military operations. The JAGC must move beyond legal services and support for the Army to become the nation's premier legal organization supporting the armed forces and national defense.

The challenges of the future include reduced compliance with the law of armed conflict by adversaries of the United States, increasing the likelihood of unlawful and asymmetric attacks; overemphasis by the United States on restraint and risk avoidance, breeding timidity, tentativeness, and military ineffectiveness; efforts to civilianize the armed forces, including removal of commanders from the military justice process; and attempts to reduce the professional jurisdiction of the JAGC through pressure to consolidate, civilianize, and contract legal functions.

The myriad challenges of the future will force the JAGC to change in order to maintain its vitality and relevancy. The "transformed JAGC" must serve and support a full-spectrum defense structure that can win wars and influence peace. It must become joint and interagency compatible; non-redundant, seamless, and essential; multi-functional; integrated in doctrine and structure; an institution of values and vision that fosters quality of practice and quality of life; and a non-lethal element of military power.
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PREFACE

This paper is dedicated to the many junior members of the JAG Corps, including five Judge Advocate Captains of the 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault), deployed in harm's way in support of the war on terrorism. They are the leaders of the transformed JAG Corps of tomorrow. To mix analogies: the JAG Corps elephant must learn to dance for those who have seen the elephant.
In India, where the elephant is a beast of burden, a baby elephant is tethered to a stake with a short rope attached to a metal band on one of the baby’s hind legs. The young elephant quickly learns that it has a range of the short rope and no more. After the elephant is grown, at the end of a day’s work a metal band is once again put on a hind leg, but the elephant is not tethered with a rope to a stake because no rope and stake can hold a grown elephant. Fascinatingly, the elephant free to go anywhere it wants will range no farther than a short rope’s length because that is as far as it thinks it can go with a metal band on a hind leg.

In 1994, retired Brigadier General Dulaney L. O’Rourke, Jr. wrote of the need to transform The Judge Advocate General’s Corps (the JAG Corps), likening the JAG Corps to an elephant that, not realizing its strength, remained tethered far short of its potential. General O’Rourke analogized the moribund JAG Corps to an elephant that must be taught to dance if it is to retain its relevance in a changing world. The JAG Corps elephant not only learned to dance, it skipped the light fantastic through the 1990s, demonstrating its worth to the Army and the nation. It overcame complaints and investigations stemming from its internal personnel practices and challenges to its professional jurisdiction to emerge a guardian of the Army’s honor in several high-profile disciplinary matters. The JAG Corps shone even more brightly in its operational role, building a generation of soldier-lawyers and providing critical legal support in the “new LIC” (“Legally Intensive Conflict”) environment of military operations other than war that supplanted the Cold War.

As the Army moves into the new millennium toward the Objective Force and operations become increasingly combined, joint, and interagency undertakings, new challenges will again force the JAG Corps elephant to learn new dances. The challenges of this new century will not merely test the relevance of the JAG Corps elephant, but will stress its vitality and threaten its continued existence. In order to meet the challenges of change, the JAG Corps must transform from a special branch delivering legal services to the Army to the nation’s premier legal organization supporting national security and the armed forces. If the JAG Corps elephant fails to master new steps, the dance party may very well be over.

This paper briefly describes the JAG Corps and the challenges it will face in the future. It documents the need for transformation of the JAG Corps. Finally, it recommends specific changes to the JAG Corps in order to make it relevant to the full-spectrum defense structure posited in The Army Vision and Joint Vision 2020.
THE JAG CORPS IN BRIEF

The JAG Corps is the Army’s military legal services and support structure, managing and executing the delivery of comprehensive legal services to the Army and its members. The Judge Advocate General (TJAG) is the military legal advisor to the Secretary of the Army (SA) and Chief of Staff, U.S. Army (CSA) and all officers and agencies of the Army. First authorized by General George Washington and the Second Continental Congress in 1775, the JAG Corps now exists by law. Comprised of more than 3,800 officer-attorneys (1,457 in the Active Component, 2,384 in the Reserve Components), it also includes in the overarching Judge Advocate Legal Service (JALS) officers detailed to the JAG Corps, enlisted personnel, warrant officers, civilian attorneys for whom TJAG is the qualifying authority, consultants, legal technicians, and civilian employees. Were it a law firm, the JALS would be the world’s largest. The members of the JAG Corps have distinguished themselves in service in peacetime and combat, in garrison and in the field, and in legal and other endeavors.

Officers of the JAG Corps are members of one of three special (as opposed to basic) branches of the Army (the others are the Chaplains Corps and the Army Medical Department, including its several Corps); the JAG Corps is among the services branches (as opposed to combat arms and combat support arms). Officers of the JAG Corps are exempt from some officer development and career management programs (Officer Professional Management System (OPMS) XXI, for example) and relieved of some significant requirements (joint duty experience, for example). Their personnel management is the responsibility of TJAG, not U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM). TJAG discharges this responsibility through the Personnel, Plans, and Training Office (PPTO) of the Office of The Judge Advocate General. Most importantly, Judge Advocates are selected for promotion and schooling by special branch boards instead of the boards convened for Army Competitive Category (ACC) officers. The Defense Officer Personnel Management Act (DOPMA) establishes promotion rates for Judge Advocates, which are identical to the rates set for ACC officers.

The practice of law in the JAG Corps is not a “silk stocking” office practice. It is a multi-faceted, multi-disciplinary legal practice in support of the national security and the armed forces. Members of the JAG Corps have become an essential element in wide-ranging military operations at home and abroad. While still existing fundamentally to fight and win the nation’s wars, the military’s recent utility has been in diverse political-military operations in vague, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous environments that blur the distinction between combat and non-combat, and between war and peace. From Somalia to Macedonia, Iraq to Haiti, Bosnia to
Rwanda, and Kosovo to Afghanistan, these operations present issues of enormous political, military, legal, and ethical complexity.\textsuperscript{21}

As the Army faces new and sophisticated challenges, its JAG Corps has matured beyond a legal support and services branch to a cadre of legal advisors focused on concomitant political, military, and legal issues. The soldier-lawyers of the JAG Corps are competent in military and legal skills, cognizant of their internal and external representational functions, participants in operations, and mindful of the depth -- and limitation -- of their role.\textsuperscript{22} The JAG Corps lawfully facilitates mission accomplishment and empowers commanders, thereby enhancing the versatility of already capable units to meet diverse mission requirements. Its Judge Advocates have become masters of diverse areas of law and policy, and consummate soldiers. They serve simultaneously as judges, advocates, counselors, and ethical advisors.\textsuperscript{23}

The current mission statement of the JAG Corps is to provide professional legal support and services at all echelons of command throughout the range of military operations.\textsuperscript{24} The mission statement has not remained static over the years, but has grown to accommodate the changes in law, warfare, and society that have made uniformed attorneys indispensable to military operations. The JAG Corps provides legal support and services in six core legal disciplines and operational law in three functional areas. The six core legal disciplines are administrative law, civil law (including contracts, fiscal law, and environmental law), claims, international law, legal assistance, and military justice.\textsuperscript{25} The three functional areas are command and control, sustainment, and personnel service support.\textsuperscript{26}

With the advent of the Uniform Code of Military Justice in 1950, and particularly with the sweeping changes to the Code in the Military Justice Act of 1968, military attorneys (and military judges) became essential to the military justice process.\textsuperscript{27} The last fifty years saw an explosion in the law and regulations governing the armed forces, necessitating a myriad of legal actions to comply with their provisions. In the last twenty years, the recognition of the practice of operational law, and its inclusion in Army doctrine and training, has led to reliance on Judge Advocates in the field as an essential element of command and control.\textsuperscript{28}

To accomplish its mission and focus the JAG Corps, TJAG has announced the following vision: "One legal team -- competent, confident, caring, and courageous -- grounded in values, committed to justice, and totally integrated into the Army."\textsuperscript{29} The stated vision is appropriate for the JAG Corps of today, but not sufficiently comprehensive to address the challenges of the future. It is sufficient for a legal support organization focused on the Army, but inadequate for what must become the nation's preeminent counsel on the law pertaining to national security.
and the armed forces. If the JAG Corps fails to boldly envision its new role, its counterparts in other services will do so, or worse, the role of preeminent counsel in military law, particularly including military justice and operational law, will fall by default to the General Counsels' offices and away from uniformed attorneys altogether.\textsuperscript{30}

THE CHALLENGES OF THE FUTURE

The challenges of the future include reduced compliance with the law of armed conflict by adversaries of the United States, increasing the likelihood of unlawful, asymmetric attacks; overemphasis by the United States on restraint and risk avoidance, breeding timidity, tentativeness, and military ineffectiveness; efforts to civilianize the armed forces, including removal of commanders from the military justice process; and attempts to reduce the professional jurisdiction of the JAGC through pressure to consolidate, civilianize, and contract legal functions.

The world is likely becoming a more, not less, dangerous place.\textsuperscript{31} Despite continued good intentions and historical ameliorative effort to the contrary,\textsuperscript{32} war will not disappear; it will just become more confusing. Future conflicts will be as much competitions of diverse technologies as clashes of diverse interests: unregulated weapons of mass destruction versus strictly controlled precision munitions, sticks and clubs versus directed energy weapons, individuals against nation-states, and blunt force versus information warfare.

New types of conflicts will test our current notions on the law pertaining to armed conflict, both \textit{jus ad bellum} and \textit{jus in bello}. Concepts of collective security and humanitarian intervention may supplant nation-state prerogative and territorial self-defense as the means and bases, respectively, of going to war.\textsuperscript{33} In this regard, Kosovo may have offered a glimpse of the future.\textsuperscript{34} Ironically, at the same time, new methods and actors in warfare will further challenge efforts to regulate the conduct of hostilities. The future portends individual access to weapons of mass destruction, the existence of increasingly nasty chemical-biological agents, and fixation on information warfare (which almost guarantees the targeting of civilian infrastructure). Absent great and creative thought, efforts of the Hague Regulations and Geneva Conventions to separate combatants from non-combatants, proscribe certain weapons, and preserve some humanity in battle may be increasingly viewed as quaint, anachronistic notions of the twentieth century.

Perhaps worse, the preoccupation with restraint and risk avoidance in military operations other than war in the 1990s may lead to timidity and tentativeness in wars of the twenty-first century. Overly restrictive rules of engagement and fire control measures in training
environments, wrongly imposed to create a “more complex” or “more equal” battlefield, have caused a generation of soldiers and leaders to inculcate two bad lessons: first, that they must fight with one hand tied behind their back and, second, that “the law and lawyers” are responsible for the unreasonable restraint. That neither conclusion is valid has not dissuaded those who believe, or profess to believe, them.\textsuperscript{35}

Most recently, in the war in Afghanistan, press reports attributed to senior Air Force officials, including a named Air Force Lieutenant General, complained that the Staff Judge Advocate of United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) had “repeatedly refused to permit [air] strikes,” including one believed to have targeted Taliban Leader Mullah Mohamed Omar.\textsuperscript{36} The reported rationale of the Staff Judge Advocate was that the convoy of civilian vehicles believed to be carrying Omar might actually be carrying only non-combatant civilians (thus not a lawful target) and might even be a deliberate attempt to trick the United States into attacking a civilian convoy. For the Staff Judge Advocate to have raised these issues and counseled caution in bombing the convoy was, of course, perfectly proper. For others to have disagreed with the Staff Judge Advocate, and perhaps to assert different conclusions based on available intelligence, is also proper. However, to assert that the Staff Judge Advocate exercised the authority to “disapprove” the strikes demonstrates a flawed understanding of the rules of engagement, and a shocking misconception of the roles of the commander and the Staff Judge Advocate.

New types of conflicts will also stress many of our assumptions and practices concerning legal restraints on the role of the military in homeland defense. The attacks of 11 September 2001 proved the national vulnerability to asymmetric threats that had been suggested by studies and exercises.\textsuperscript{37} Immediate analysis conducted after the attacks documented gaps in intelligence and information sharing between the military and civilian law enforcement agencies, and seams between military and civilian responsibilities for counter-terrorism in general. While some improvements in coordination and in allocation of responsibility are warranted, great care must be taken not to overreact to the threat of terrorism. For many reasons, the future merits a vigilant maintenance of the distinction between law enforcement and the military and a judicious balance between civil liberties and national security. The JAG Corps will have a major role in homeland defense under the rubric of domestic operational law, an area of practice in which the JAG Corps has been prescient in forecasting and resolving legal issues.\textsuperscript{38}

Not all challenges are external. Changes in force size, structure, and systems afford both opportunity and risk.\textsuperscript{39} Just as attorneys are fair game for jokes and derision, they are easy targets for reductions and reorganization initiatives. When Secretary of Defense Donald H.
Rumsfeld announced a plan to trim the bureaucracy within the Department of Defense, he cited multiple layers of "general counsel officers" as a preeminent example of redundancy and inefficiency. The drumbeat continued with the announcement by Secretary of the Army Thomas E. White of the Headquarters, Department of the Army Realignment initiative study, where he asked why the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Army should have their own staffs, presumably including their own lawyers.

Well-meaning reorganization initiatives in the field also merit careful and vigilant monitoring lest they threaten the JAG Corps' significant involvement in operations, particularly as the Army increasingly relies upon technology. Simulations are not conducive to the presentation of legal issues, and the contributions of the Staff Judge Advocate section are often not quantified. Similarly, emerging communications technology will tempt force designers to relegate "non-warfighting" functions to home station, tethered to the fighting forces only through video or virtual conferencing. Accordingly, the JAG Corps must continue to aggressively state its case about the role, location, and organization of Judge Advocates in the "transformed Army." Judge Advocates are key players in operations; their continued presence in deployed units must be enshrined in doctrine, not dependent on the force of personality.

The JAG Corps will also be stressed by efforts to consolidate functions in the institutional Army. By definition, Judge Advocate positions are at least at initial risk when any proposal is made to reduce the size of headquarters or combine command functions. In December 2001, the Army announced an initiative to streamline its institutional framework by creating regional installation commands. The commands are intended to relieve commanders of the dual responsibilities of unit and installation command. The concept would allow unit commanders to concentrate on war-fighting responsibilities while installation commanders manage the installations. In theory, regional installation commands would create efficiencies by combining various installation functions. The JAG Corps must guard against cuts to installations' Table of Distribution and Allowances (TDA) and civilian positions that typically make up the installation legal offices. This is particularly important for many larger Staff Judge Advocate (SJA) offices, such as XVIII Airborne Corps and Fort Bragg and 101st Airborne Division (Air Assault) and Fort Campbell, where the Staff Judge Advocates have merged the TDA and TO&E structures to create one efficient but still over-tasked legal office. The loss of local TDA and civilian positions to a regional installation command would be near catastrophic.

The JAG Corps is not immune to retention and morale problems, challenges to its professional jurisdiction, and its own institutional resistance to change. From the period 1995 to 1999, the JAG Corps was losing Captains at a rate higher than the Army overall – and the
Army loss rate was unprecedented in modern times.\textsuperscript{47} With a change in the law\textsuperscript{48} to allow retired officers to work with executive branch federal agencies without a reduction in retired pay, the JAG Corps lost more than twice the number of Lieutenant Colonels and Colonels it had lost due to retirement in the previous year.\textsuperscript{49}

Although the JAG Corps has retained – or perhaps even enhanced – its professional jurisdiction as compared with the bulk of civilian practitioners, the deference afforded to “the learned counselor” has eroded and will likely further erode. Threats to the current ways of doing business are many and varied. Some, such as the most recent assault on the military justice system, come virtually from within. The May 2001 report of the Commission on the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), chaired by former Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces Chief Judge Walter T. Cox III, effectively recommends removing commanders from the pre-trial portions of the military justice process, including selection of courts-martial panel members.\textsuperscript{50} The Commission report concludes that the current practice of commanders as convening authorities selecting courts-martial panel members and making other pre-trial decisions is at least archaic and at most violates the due process to which military members are entitled. In so doing, the Commission adopts the reasoning of the European Court of Human Rights, which ruled that the role of commanders as convening authorities in Great Britain’s military justice process violated the human rights of soldiers tried by courts-martial.\textsuperscript{51}

The myriad challenges of the future will force the JAG Corps to change in order to maintain its vitality and relevancy. Change, like the Army’s journey into the twenty-first century, is inevitable.\textsuperscript{52} If the JAG Corps fails to transform, it may find itself without a role in the defense establishment of the new millennium.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

In order to remain vital and relevant to The Army Vision and Joint Vision 2020, the JAG Corps of the future must transform in accordance with a new vision. The JAG Corps of the new century must be the nation’s premier legal organization supporting national security and the armed forces. The “new JAG Corps” must serve and support a full-spectrum defense structure that can win wars and influence peace. It must be:

- Joint and interagency compatible;
- Non-redundant, seamless, and essential;
- Multi-functional;
- Integrated in doctrine and structure;
An institution of values and vision that fosters quality of practice and quality of life; A non-lethal element of military power.

A JOINT AND INTERAGENCY COMPATIBLE JAG CORPS

The JAG Corps must be joint and interagency compatible, with Judge Advocates and legal noncommissioned officers trained and ready to deploy to any command or operational environment. Deployed legal elements will be joint, agile, and adaptable. Built upon or with existing headquarters, and staffed with modules of Judge Advocates and legal noncommissioned officers, the elements must be ready to form a combined, joint, and interagency Task Force. The JAG Corps must aggressively seek to include a legal element, even if only one experienced Judge Advocate, on the Foreign Emergency Support Team (FEST) and Domestic Emergency Support Team (DEST) as standard operating procedure. Just as Judge Advocates in the field must now be as comfortable dealing with the Command Sergeant Major as the Commanding General, they must be as comfortable in a suit as in the Battle Dress Uniform.

"Jointness" is a profound phenomenon that has only marginally impacted the military legal community. Some commentators have suggested the need for a single "Joint Legal Corps" to replace the separate service JAG Corps and departments. Consolidation should not occur unless and until the separate services are themselves abolished and consolidated into one joint force. Not only would a Joint Legal Corps be out of step with the individual service organizations and cultures it would be required to support, but its Judge Advocates would become interlopers within service headquarters, vitiating the bond now existing between commanders and their legal advisors. Practical problems concerning promotion, schooling, and personnel management in general of Judge Advocates, all of which are now a service responsibility, would have to be solved as well. This is one area in which the JAG Corps does not want to be in the lead.

However, the day will come when joint legal offices will be the focus of legal practice in the field. The unified command SJA offices will grow into large organizations and the Commanders in Chiefs' (CINC's) Legal Advisors will be Brigadier Generals. A glimpse of the future is offered at the United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) at Scott Air Force Base, Illinois, where the Staff Judge Advocate is an Air Force Brigadier General.

The relative rank and significance of the services' Judge Advocates General, the CINC's Legal Advisors, and the Legal Advisor to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff will be a major organizational issue facing the Department of Defense legal community in the next two
decades. The Judge Advocate General should be elevated to the rank of Lieutenant General, on par with The Inspector General. The Chairman's Legal Advisor should be a Major General, rotated among the services. If it is not to be left behind, the JAG Corps must grow future generations of officers who are prepared by civilian and military education, tempered by joint assignments, and steeled by operational and headquarters experience to be the Staff Judge Advocates of unified commands and the Legal Advisor to the Chairman. The JAG Corps will fail to "build a bench" of capable joint officers at its future peril.

With regard to joint assignments, the JAG Corps must study the resources provided to unified command Staff Judge Advocate sections. All are uniformly under-strength for their workload, limiting their flexibility to expand meaningfully into areas like information operations and interagency coordination.

Information operations are both a boon and bane to military attorneys. Rife with issues of law, policy, and interagency coordination, information operations are a veritable growth industry for legal counsel and analysis. The joint doctrinal publication on information operations speaks to the criticality of the Staff Judge Advocate in the planning and execution of information operations, and designates the Staff Judge Advocate as a key member of the Joint Information Operations Cell. However, if not watched closely, information operations "experts," particularly those working within the compartmented programs of Special Technical Operations (STO), can preempt both the traditional and emerging role of Judge Advocates by providing seemingly definitive targeting information without any competent analysis of the applicability and impact of the law of armed conflict. Non-lawyer "experts" frequently portray information operations as much more complicated and constrained by "legal issues" than they would be if analyzed in a traditional law of armed conflict proportionality context.

Interagency coordination, particularly with "legal intensive" agencies like the Departments of Justice and State and the Federal Bureau of Investigation, is also a great opportunity for Judge Advocates. However, action officers who are not Judge Advocates frequently coordinate directly with lawyers from other agencies. This is often the case because the Staff Judge Advocate section is spread too thin to furnish officers to accomplish a liaison or coordination requirement. Not only does this deny the command the most qualified interagency interface, it deprives it of an advocate who can aggressively make its case to interagency counterparts who are members of the legal profession. Judge Advocates should be masters of vertical and horizontal interagency coordination.
A NON-REDUNDANT, SEAMLESS, AND ESSENTIAL JAG CORPS

The JAG Corps cannot be redundant to other legal structures, within and outside the Department of the Army. At the same time, the JAG Corps must maintain a broad legal competence, lest the Army be forced to out-source complex legal services. To date, the topic of legal support and services, except court reporting, has been outside the scope of both general privitization and outsourcing, and Commercial Activities, initiatives. Nevertheless, installation TDA positions, particularly civilian positions, are at particular risk from such initiatives in the future and the risk will only be enhanced by the likely consolidations of Centralized Installation Management. The JAG Corps must continue to make its case that legal support to the armed forces is a function that is governmental in nature, while at the same time maximizing its positions within the MTO&E/TO&E of units.

The JAG Corps in the form of the Office of The Judge Advocate General (and the Army General Counsel's Office) had its value to the Army revalidated, albeit by omission, with the announcement on December 17, 2001 that Pentagon reorganization would not affect legal counsel. In announcing the results of the Realignment of Headquarters, Department of the Army study, with its sweeping reorganizations and consolidations, neither Secretary White nor Vice Chief of Staff, Army John M. Keane mentioned the topic of attorneys or legal functions. The executive summary of the study included no proposed changes to either the Office of The Judge Advocate General (OTJAG) or the Army General Counsel's (GC) Office.

Perhaps the Pentagon leadership had used “lawyers” as a foil when announcing their study and never seriously intended to combine OTJAG and Army GC. More likely, the leadership had concluded upon reflection not only that legal advice is important, but that attorneys serve an important role as sounding boards and advisors to discrete facets of their clientele in matters of law and policy. Legal support to the institutional Army and headquarters is in even more demand during periods of draw-down and organizational change.

In the case of the Army, both the attorneys in OTJAG and in Army GC have the Department of the Army as their client in the professional responsibility sense. With regard to their roles and resulting confidences, however, there are subtle differences between the senior military legal advisor (TJAG) and the senior civilian legal advisor (the GC), and their respective staffs. Among other statutory and assigned duties, TJAG advises and assists the Chief of Staff, Army in formulating a candid military judgment. The GC advises and assists the Secretary of the Army in formulating departmental policy positions and strategic direction. The two formulations may not be identical, and may be very different when in their incipient stages. It would be counterproductive to the interests of both the Secretary and the Chief of Staff to have
a combined legal advisor who would be unable to provide independent advice or maintain the
confidences required of trusted counsel.63

The JAG Corps must be a seamless organization, with no distinction among its active and
reserve component Judge Advocates and its civilian attorneys.64 The role of the reserve
component Judge Advocate is more critical than ever, particularly as the reserves assume a
major role in homeland security and infrastructure protection. As members of two great
professions,65 the soldier-lawyers of the JAG Corps bring a perspective that is essential to the
Army client. Although Judge Advocates have no monopoly on ethics or morality, their very
presence with deployed forces represents the rule of law and demonstrates the nation's
commitment to disciplined military operations and adherence to the law of armed conflict.66

Advice on the law of armed conflict is a solemn and essential responsibility of Judge
Advocates, involving as it does issues of law, regulation, policy, discipline, humanity, politics,
and treaty obligations on the part of the United States. In no small measure, Judge Advocates
in the field are an affirmation of the nation's intent to follow and enforce the law of armed
conflict. Although the United States is not yet a party to Protocol I Additional to the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, Judge Advocates provide a more comprehensive -- and immediate --
resource than contemplated by Article 82 of the Protocol (mandating legal advisors for deployed
military units).67

Discipline is central to the Army's professional identity68 and one of the four essential
elements of military culture.69 In stability operations,70 where restraint and legitimacy are often
important to mission success, and where misconduct can have immediate worldwide impact,
"doing the right thing" is essential. Discipline is also a central component of military
effectiveness: "Untrained and undisciplined troops take heavy casualties; trained and disciplined
ones inflict them."71 Disciplined operations are not premised on fear of prosecution under the
UCMJ. Adherence to the rule of law is instilled by training and based on our national and
military values.72

When breaches of discipline occur, commanders and Judge Advocates must process
military justice actions fairly and efficiently in accordance with law and regulation. Military
justice is the primary, codal mission of the JAG Corps73 and it must be accomplished flawlessly.
The military of the new millennium must retain its capability to enforce discipline in the field,
whether in a combat or non-combat environment. The effective enforcement of discipline
includes exercising jurisdiction over members of a joint force,74 trying courts-martial in combat
zones, and preserving the current roles and duties of commanders as convening authorities.
A MULTI-FUNCTIONAL JAG CORPS

Judge Advocates must increasingly serve as multi-functional staff officers, particularly in
civil-military and post-conflict operations. Judge Advocates have an obvious and traditional role
in civil-military operations. Judge Advocates were involved in the nascent stages of Army civil
affairs. In 1941, The Judge Advocate General (and later Provost Marshal General), Major
General Allen W. Gullion, suggested the need for advanced military government training.
General Gullion supervised the production of the War Department Field Manual on military
government. The JAG Corps was offered the military government mission, but demurred. Tomorrow's Army should strongly consider giving the JAG Corps staff responsibility for the civil
affairs/civil-military operations mission.

As the Army marches toward the Objective Force, the operational law role of the Judge
Advocate becomes ever more critical. Smaller, more lethal forces require more capable
officers, able to process and exploit information. Smaller forces need more precision and
disciplined fires. Judge Advocates possess the education and experience, judgment and
maturity, and mental acuity and flexibility to cope with the complexities and pace of tomorrow's
operations. Their greatest asset is the mind, and they require extraordinarily little equipment or
support to be fully operational. At risk of using a well-worn phrase, Judge Advocates are force
multipliers, particularly within smaller deployed headquarters elements. In the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault), two Judge Advocates serve in the division's revamped Assault Command
Post, performing personnel and logistics functions as well as legal duties.

A JAG CORPS INTEGRATED IN DOCTRINE AND STRUCTURE

The role of the Judge Advocate will be increasingly integrated into Army and joint doctrine.
The revitalization of the Center for Law and Military Operations and the involvement of Judge
Advocates in the Army's four Combat Training Centers are major investments in the JAG Corps
and the Army of the future. Not only must the JAG Corps continue to refine its own doctrine, it
must ensure that developing Army and joint doctrine reflects the role of the Judge Advocate.
This process is already underway. Numerous joint and service publications contain chapters,
sections, or appendices on "legal responsibilities" or "legal considerations."

Proactive operational law advice, and legal support and services in the field, will facilitate
mission accomplishment by unburdening commanders, reducing distractions, enforcing
discipline, and promoting effectiveness. Prompt and astute advice, and effective training
contributions, can set the conditions for future success. Planning and executing the conflict
termination and post-conflict phases of future operations will increasingly involve Judge
Advocates; they will become key advisors in mission analyses, particularly in helping define success criteria and end states. Judge Advocates will assist commanders execute disciplined operations in compliance with an evolving law of armed conflict, and provide more sophisticated advice in the areas of intelligence law, information warfare, and special operations, including civil affairs and psychological operations.

Tomorrow's Judge Advocates will continue to be at their commander's side, serving as sounding boards, trusted agents, and general counsel. Not only are they members of the commander's special and personal staff, they must be leaders within the legal section and within their unit or organization. In this regard:

The qualities of a leader are not limited to commanders. The requirements for leadership are just as essential in the staff officer, and in some respects more exacting, since he does not have that ultimate authority which can be used when necessary and must rely even more than his commander on his own strength of character, his tact, and persuasion in carrying out his duties.8

Adequate structure must support multi-functional capability. While force, headquarters, and installation size reduction efforts merit constant vigilance to ensure the JAG Corps strength is not unduly impacted, the JAG Corps at large has been remarkably effective in demonstrating the need for reasonable end strength. During the draw-downs of the last decade, the Active Component Army shrank from 732,403 to 482,170 soldiers, a reduction of more than one-third, and from 539,417 to 221,691 civilian employees, a reduction of almost 58 percent. The JAG Corps commissioned officer active duty end-strength went from 1,731 in 1990 to 1,457 in 2000, a reduction of less than 16 percent. Total JALS attorney strength, including Active and Reserve Component Judge Advocates and civilian attorneys for whom TJAG is the qualifying authority, went from 4,872 in 1990 to 4,255 in 2000, a 12 percent reduction.81 In all, the JAG Corps saw the smallest percentage reduction in personnel strength during the draw-down of any branch in the Army.82

AN INSTITUTION OF VALUES AND VISION

The JAG Corps must remain an institution of values and vision. The future requires the best people, attracted by commitment to service and retained through forward looking programs and policies that emphasize quality of life and quality of practice. The demands of a military career are many and disproportionate in their impact on families. Faced with unacceptable losses of officers, particularly Captains, the JAG Corps sought and obtained statutory relief with "Judge Advocate Continuation Pay" in 1999.83 Judge Advocate Continuation Pay provides $25,000 for Captains who have been selected for and accepted Conditional Voluntary Indefinite
career status and who agree to stay on active duty for three additional years; $25,000 for Captains who have been selected for and accept Voluntary Indefinite career status and who agree to stay on active duty for three additional years; and $10,000 for officers at the ten-year mark who agree to stay on active duty for an additional two years. The pay, which totals $60,000, has been a contributing factor in significantly improving the personnel situation in 2001, with the JAG Corps actually slightly over-strength in Captains at the end of the Fiscal Year.84 Other positive impacting factors have been a downturn in the civilian economy, renewed commitment to military service in the wake of the 11 September attacks, and increased emphasis on retention by the JAG Corps leadership, particularly including Staff Judge Advocates. The most powerful retention tool is positive and caring leadership.

As a relatively small branch managed by an internal personnel office, not by PERSCOM, and for which TJAG has personnel management authority by statute and regulation,85 opportunities exist for long-range individual career management. Uncertainty breeds low morale.86 At a minimum, career status officers should be able to “lock-in” follow-on assignments early in their current assignments and forecast with certainty when they will attend the Graduate Course. Subject to changes occasioned by the needs of the service, all officers projected to move in the next summer’s rotation should know before Christmas where they will be assigned.

Quality of practice includes recognition by the JAG Corps of the professional desires of its officers. Some Judge Advocates want to meaningfully specialize in certain legal disciplines, while many others want to become Staff Judge Advocates. The desire to specialize seems most acute for those who want to stay in the courtroom as career prosecutors or judges. The JAG Corps has toyed with specialization in the past, and currently recognizes two areas of concentration and four skill identifiers. The areas of concentration are 55A (now 27A), Judge Advocate, and 55B (now 27B), Military Judge. The less known skill identifiers, for which very few officers have applied, are government contract law specialist (3D), patent law specialist (3F), claims/litigation specialist (3G), and international law specialist (3N).87 The JAG Corps has also established the Acquisition Law Specialty Program, the requirements for which are less rigorous than for award of the government contract law (3D) skill identifier.88

The Army has adopted specialization for the ACC through the OPMS XXI concept.89 Under OPMS XXI, career officers at ten years of service apply for designation in one of four career fields: operations, operational support, institutional support, or information operations. Once selected for a career field, they compete for promotion only with their peers in the field. While OPMS XXI does not directly apply to the JAG Corps, the concept is sound. The JAG Corps should adopt a similar concept, allowing branch qualified Majors to apply for selection to
one of two broad career “tracks.” Broadly defined, the two tracks would be “legal practitioner” (the specialist track) and “legal advisor” (the generalist track). The practitioner track would be further divided into criminal litigation, civil litigation, procurement law, international law, labor and employment law, administrative and civil law, and legal assistance and tax law. Officers in the practitioner track could expect to stay within their selected legal discipline, moving through a succession of increasingly responsible action officer and supervisory assignments. Those in the advisor track would move through branch office/law center officer-in-charge (OIC), command judge advocate, senior defense counsel, and Deputy Staff Judge Advocate positions, culminating in service as Staff Judge Advocates or Regional Defense Counsel. Each track would have tailored education and training opportunities. Military judges would be selected from officers in both tracks.

Before applying for a career track, a Judge Advocate would have to be “branch qualified.” The intent of the prerequisite is to ensure that officers have had a sufficient experience base in order to make an informed decision concerning which track they wish to pursue. Branch qualification (BQ) is a requirement well known to ACC officers, but not clearly understood or followed within the JAG Corps. The BQ criteria for branches other than the three special branches are listed in Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-3, Commissioned Officer Development and Career Management. Typically, the branches mandate a certain level of military education and training and successful completion of one of the specified assignments (battalion S-3, Operations Officer, for example). For the JAG Corps, BQ is not strictly defined in Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-3, but is alluded to in chapter 48 of the publication in discussions of officer characteristics, critical officer developmental assignments, assignment preferences and precedence, and duration of critical officer life cycle assignments. While every Judge Advocate is familiar with at least the existence of the Personnel Policy section in JAG Publication1-1, JAGC Personnel and Activity Directory and Personnel Policies, few are aware of the existence of, much less the information in, the thorough and well-written Department of the Army Pamphlet 600-3.

The JAG Corps should define BQ broadly by job description and location. This approach is consistent with the Judge Advocate Career Development Model in JAG Publication 1-1. A Judge Advocate need not be a trial counsel, defense counsel, claims officer, legal assistance attorney, and administrative law attorney to be branch qualified. In fact, the over-ambitious rotation of young Judge Advocates may be counter-productive, leaving them insufficient time to master any position. Although there are always exceptions to the rule, two, perhaps three, jobs during a three-year field assignment will provide a sufficient experience base for a young officer.
While job tenure of twelve months is the norm, Judge Advocates should remain in trial counsel positions for eighteen months. The job of trial counsel (Brigade Legal Advisor) pertains to the core competency of military justice and time is required to garner the administrative, advisory, litigation, military, and practical expertise necessary to succeed in the position.

Officers need not be BQ until they are Majors. In order to be BQ, officers should:

- Be a graduate of the Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Course;
- Have successfully completed a supervisory or leadership position (SJA office division chief, branch office/law center OIC, senior defense counsel, or command judge advocate);
- Have successfully completed a succession of assignments at different echelons and locations, to include at least one SJA office serving an installation and one SJA section of a division or corps.

Education in general merits more comprehensive and expansive management by the JAG Corps. The JAG Corps’ crown jewel is The Judge Advocate General’s School, U.S. Army (TJAGSA) in Charlottesville, an American Bar Association (ABA) accredited institution that is one of two Field Operating Agencies of the Office of The Judge Advocate General. (The other is the U.S. Army Legal Services Agency, which includes the U.S. Army Claims Service.)

Under statutory authority, TJAGSA awards a Master of Laws (LL.M.) degree for completion of the Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Course, which is the JAG Corps equivalent to the career or advanced courses of other branches. The JAG Corps should maximize the school’s proximity and relation to the University of Virginia Law School and seek to have the University bestow its LL.M. degree (with emphasis in military law) on TJAGSA graduates who complete additional coursework compatible with the TJAGSA curriculum and schedule.

TJAGSA is the cornerstone for training and education of members of the JAG Corps, and the source for legal orientation for senior members of the Army. It is also the proponent of Army legal doctrine and force development, and the home of the Center for Law and Military Operations. With its multiple, significant responsibilities, TJAGSA should be designated as "The Judge Advocate General’s School and Center for Law and Military Operations" and authorized a Brigadier General commandant and a limited number of tenured, distinguished civilian faculty members to augment the existing military faculty. The “School and Center” concept brings the JAG Corps in line with other Army branches. Moreover, it postures TJAGSA for a future in which, because of its inherent attributes, ABA accreditation, and relationship with the University of Virginia Law School, it will emerge as the sole legal education and training institution in the Department of Defense.
Currently, TJAGSA also provides the Judge Advocate Officer Basic Course (JAOBC), among other courses. The JAOBC, which now includes a basic military and officer skills training component of four weeks duration at Fort Lee, provides entering Judge Advocates with basic military legal education. In 2000, the Army initiated the Basic Officer Leadership Course (BOLC), a branch-immaterial training course at Fort Benning designed to train all commissioned officers to established standards. The Army now requires that all officers complete the BOLC. The JAG Corps is an enthusiastic supporter of the BOLC concept. New Judge Advocates who had not previously completed an Officer Basic Course began attending the BOLC in the Fall of 2001. When combined with mandatory attendance at the Army Combined Arms and Services Staff School (CAS3) at Fort Leavenworth, the BOLC should provide Judge Advocates with the basic military and leadership tools necessary to augment their professional legal education at law school and at the JAOBC.

The advanced civilian education program is a great professional schooling opportunity, and a tremendous quality of life and practice enhancer. The program affords selected officers the opportunity to obtain a government-funded LL.M. at a civilian law school in a specialized area (tax, contract law, or international law, for example) required in a subsequent utilization assignment. The JAG Corps should add “space law” as a specialized area eligible for study in anticipation of the Army’s growing involvement in missile defense. Unfortunately, the program has been administered with uneven success and requires reevaluation. One year, the majority of officers most recently selected for advanced civilian education were not selected for promotion. The JAG Corps’ most promising, not necessarily most studious, officers should be sent to the nation’s most prestigious graduate law and doctoral programs.

Judge Advocates should be eligible for the same civilian and military education and fellowship opportunities as all officers. A step in that direction will occur in 2002, when more Judge Advocates will attend Senior Service College (SSC). The JAG Corps should send officers earlier in their careers to the SSC and to intermediate level education, such as the Command and General Staff College (CGSC) at Fort Leavenworth. This will necessitate earlier attendance at the Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Course in order to afford officers adequate time in the field between schooling assignments.

Proposals to curtail the attendance of non-combat arms officers at resident professional military schooling must be rebutted with vigor. Just as the JAG Corps is fully integrated into the operational Army, so its officers must be fully integrated within the Army’s professional military education system. Both Judge Advocates and combat arms officers benefit greatly from each other’s professional company at CAS3, CGSC, and SSC. The JAG Corps must also work to
dramatically increase the representation of its officers in fellowships and in assignments at locations outside the Army, such as the Central Intelligence Agency, Departments of Justice and State, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the White House (particularly the National Security Council staff) if it is to compete in tomorrow's joint and interagency environment.

A NON-LETHAL ELEMENT OF POWER

The Corps of the future, even more than the Corps of today, will be a non-lethal element of military power. Its Judge Advocates are instruments of both engagement and disengagement, and should become the experts in conflict termination and conflict resolution. With regard to engagement, Judge Advocates are involved in Expanded International Military Education and Training, and have the potential for increased participation in programs as diverse as the Marshall Center in Garmisch, Germany and the International Institute for Humanitarian Law in San Remo, Italy. As instruments of disengagement, Judge Advocates have been significant members of training teams that have prepared United Nations, multinational, or other national headquarters to successfully accept responsibility from the United States for ongoing missions.

They will have a central role in stability and support operations, in building or rehabilitating systems of governance, and in promoting security cooperation. A Judge Advocate is now serving a year in Colombia with the mission to assist in the creation of a Colombian JAG Corps, including building a JAG School. They will continue to be heavily involved in international criminal tribunals, such as those established by the United Nations for the former Yugoslavia, and will likely become involved in military commissions convened for the trial of terrorists implicated in the attacks of 11 September. The JAG Corps of tomorrow may also find itself engaged (with likely great reluctance) in the new International Criminal Court established under the Rome Convention.

CONCLUSION

The great challenges of the future are great opportunities for the JAG Corps. Its members have unbridled potential for future service to the nation. By learning new steps, the JAG Corps can become a relevant, effective, and essential element of The Army Vision and Joint Vision 2020. The JAG Corps elephant can dance its way to being the nation's premier legal organization supporting national security and the armed forces.
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